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D
efault risk is the uncertainty surrounding a firm s ability

to pay its creditors. Prior to default, we have no way of

distinguishing for certain the firms that will default from

those that will not. The best we can do is estimate the probabil-

ity that a firm will default. 

One way to tackle this problem is through the option pricing

approach to default risk, sometimes known as the Merton

approach (Merton, 1974). This approach builds on the idea that

an equity holder has an implicit option on the assets of a firm.

The equity holder of a distressed firm can choose to limit any

further liability by exercising the option to put  the assets of the

firm to the debt holders. Without going into detail, there are

practical problems to be solved prior to using this approach to

quantify default risk. After years of research, we and others at

KMV Corporation have extended the basic Merton framework

to create a practical model of default risk. The resulting model

outputs a measure of Expected Default Frequency (EDF)

known as the EDF Credit Measure (for details of the model, see

Crosbie & Bohn, 2001). 

Recently, researchers at Moody s Investors Service have crit-

icised the Merton approach to evaluating credit risk in several

ways:

● The Merton approach is fundamentally deficient in measuring

credit risk.1

● While there is credit information available in the output of a

Merton model, the information can be significantly enhanced

by combining it statistically with Moody s debt ratings as well

as other well-known accounting ratios.2

● The theoretical underpinnings of options pricing and thus the

Merton model are incorrect.3

To back up the first two claims, Moody s has produced statis-

tical results showing the underperformance of a Merton

approach in measuring default risk. In fact, the company has

produced a new model that statistically combines its Merton

approach with Moody s ratings and accounting variables, which

it shows improves the default predictive power of the Merton

approach (Sobehart & Stein, 2000).

This article shows that these findings are all incorrect. In

attempting to replicate Moody s results, we find that there is no

default predictive information in Moody s ratings that is not

already contained in the output of the Merton approach. Simi-

larly, there is no additional information in the well-known

accounting variables that they use. In fact, mixing Moody s rat-

ings and accounting variables with the output of the Merton

approach does not improve its performance but rather degrades

it. 

Attempted replication of Moody s empirical results

The two key empirical results that Moody s presents are that:

● Adding Moody s ratings and accounting variables to the out-

put of the Merton approach significantly improves the default

predictive power. 

● Accounting variables and Moody s ratings contain default

predictive information, beyond the default predictive informa-

tion in the Merton approach.

To evaluate these findings, we need to establish if there is any

default predictive information in one measure (eg, Moody s rat-

ings) that is not already contained in the other measure (eg,

EDF). Miller (1998) proposed an intra-cohort analysis test for this

circumstance which is both intuitive and statistically powerful and

does not require specifying the form of the possible relationship

between the two measures. When we applied this test to a com-

prehensive sample of Moody s-rated companies with public

EDFs, we found that:

● All default predictive information in Moody s ratings and

accounting variables was already present in the EDFs.

● Considerable default predictive information in EDFs was not

contained in Moody s ratings or accounting variables.

● EDFs were uniformly more powerful predictors of default. In

particular, they had fewer false positives  (incorrect identifi-

cation of default) than the alternatives for any level of correct

predictions.

The following section describes the statistical analyses per-

formed. 

Statistical methodology

Predictive Merton
Firm-value models of default are the basis of KMV’s proprietary default prediction

methodology. Recently, critics have attacked the methodology for its failure to include other

potentially useful default indicators. Here, Stephen Kealhofer and Matthew Kurbat respond,

arguing that such indicators fail to improve upon the KMV methodology’s predictive power.

Moody s ratings, in descending order of credit quality, are:
Aaa, Aa1, Aa2, Aa3, A1, A2, A3, Baa1, etc  a total of 21
non-default rating grades (Caouette, Altman & Nayrayanan
(1998) discuss how ratings are created). In contrast, EDFs
are numeric ratings that range from 0.02% (2 basis points)
to 20% with basis-point precision, making 1,999 different
possible values. Results presented here are for EDFs
designed to forecast default risk at a one-year horizon,
although KMV supplies EDFs with horizons ranging from
one to five years. Here, return on assets (ROA) is operating
income divided by book assets; results for other accounting
variables are available in Kealhofer & Kurbat (2001).

Default risk measures used
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Miller (1998) proposed the following statistical procedure. Take

the population of firms one year prior to default and sort them

into groups ( cohorts ) according to the first measure of default

risk so that, within each cohort, all firms would then have approx-

imately the same default risk by the first measure. One year

later, we will be able to see which firms actually default. If our

second measure of default risk has predictive information not

contained in the first measure, we should be able to find it in the

following way. We sort, within each of the cohorts determined

above, by the second measure. According to the first measure,

each firm within a cohort should have about the same probabil-

ity of defaulting. If the second measure has additional power,

there should be a relatively higher default rate for the low-quality

firms within each cohort, as determined by the second measure.

In other words, instead of being randomly scattered within a

cohort, the actual defaults should cluster among the lower credit

quality firms, as determined by the second measure. Because

we are looking within the cohorts formed by the first measure to

find the marginal information in the second measure, this is

called intra-cohort analysis .

As observed before, the intra-cohort analysis does not rely

upon a particular parameterisation of the relationship between

the two variables, such as a linear relationship, but rather con-

siders all reasonable alternatives simultaneously. It simply tests

for the ranking of one variable having information that is not con-

tained in the ranking of the other variable. For this reason, it is

considered a non-parametric  test. It is difficult to imagine any

mathematical specification of the two variables that would be

practically better than the first variable alone, if the second vari-

able fails to have additional predictive power by this test. 

Intuitively, consider grouping together all firms with EDFs of

1-2%. Interestingly, it is possible to find, in that one group, firms

with agency debt ratings ranging from Aa2 to B2. However,

according to the EDFs, all firms in this cohort should have

approximately the same default rate. If these firms are sorted by

their ratings, and if the ratings contain information not in the

EDFs, then the low-rated firms in this group should default at a

higher rate than the highly rated firms. If such a relationship

exists, then we should be able to see it by looking at the realised

default rates within each of the groups, sorted by their ratings. 

To make sure that our results are meaningful and not just due

to chance, we have to look at many cases. To do that, we need

some way of normalising information across cohorts to be on the

same scale before we combine it. We do this by converting each

score within a cohort to its percentile rank, and then combining

the defaults across cohorts by their percentile scores. 

Hypothetical example

Table A shows how we combine results across cohorts via a

hypothetical example. Assume that for each of 21 Moody s non-

defaulted rating grades, we have 10 companies, and we order

the EDFs of each company from lowest (group 1) to highest

(group 10). Say we also have a total of 10 defaults in the data.

If the second measure (EDFs) adds default predictive infor-

mation not captured by ratings, then we would expect there to be

more defaults in the higher-numbered groups than in the lower-

numbered groups (eg, group 10 would have more defaults than

group 1). However, if the second measure does not add default

predictive information, then we would expect there to be approx-

imately the same number of defaults in each of the groups

(within limits of sampling error). 

First measure Second measure (EDFs)
(Moody s ratings) Group 1 Group 2 Group 8 Group 9 Group 10
Aaa 0.02 0.00 ... 0.10 0.35 0.89
Aa1 0.02 0.02 0.24 0.54 1.21

C 0.76 0.89 20.00 20.00 20.00
Percentile

10 20 80 90 100
Hypothetical number of defaults

... if second measure 0 0 2 3 5
adds predictive power
... if second measure 1 1 1 1 1
does not add
predictive power

Under hypothetical number of defaults, each number represents the number of
defaults for that group, aggregating across Moody s Investors Service rating
grades. For example, if the hypothetical number of defaults is five for group 10,
this is the total number of defaults for that group in all rating grades Aaa to C.

A. Combination of results across
rating grades, using hypothetical data
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a. Histogram of Moody's ratings percentile ranks within EDF cohorts b. Histogram of EDF percentile ranks within Moody's ratings cohorts

The positively sloped, dashed lines in the above graphs show how we expect a distribution to appear if a measure adds default predictive power, while the flat (uniform)
dashed lines show how we expect a distribution to appear if a measure does not add predictive power. We can see that the EDF measure adds default predictive power to
Moody's ratings because the histogram bars in (b) are positively sloped, but Moody's ratings do not add default predictive power to EDF because the histogram bars in (a)
are not positively sloped. The arrow in (a) indicates how the histogram pattern would have shifted if ratings added predictive power
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1. Intra-cohort analysis comparing Moody s ratings and EDF Credit Measure
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If we convert from ranks 1 10 within each cohort to percentile

ranks, we can aggregate this percentile information and create

histograms of percentile ranks. Subsequently, we can apply the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistical test to their distribution, to

see if there is a statistically significant relationship due to mar-

ginal information in the second measure. The KS test works by

calculating the maximum distance (D) between the observed

distribution of EDFs and the uniform distribution.4 The null

hypothesis is that the second measure provides no additional

information, in which case the percentiles of the second meas-

ure are uniformly distributed. The alternative hypothesis is that

the second measure does contain additional default predictive

information, in which case we expect the percentiles of the sec-

ond measure to be skewed to the right, instead of being uni-

formly distributed. 

Results

W e created a comprehensive sample of Moody s-rated defaults

from the past 10 years, where there was a rating one year before

default and where the company s equity was publicly traded one

year before default. This yielded a sample of 121 rated defaults,

against a population of 1,458 unique non-defaulted companies,

or approximately 1,347 publicly traded, Moody s-rated firms per

year. 

Using the data described above5, we formed cohorts, first

using EDFs as the primary sorting variable, and then using

Moody s ratings as the primary sorting variable. That is, we first

tested to see if there was marginal information in Moody s rat-

ings relative to EDFs, and then whether there was marginal

information in EDFs relative to Moody s ratings. 

The findings are illustrated in figure 1. The left-hand graph

shows that there is no pattern of default rates within the EDF

cohorts due to Moody s rating differentials. The visual lack of

pattern (the histogram bars do not have a positive slope) is con-

firmed by the statistically insignificant KS test results. The

slightly larger number of defaults on the left-hand side of the

graph corresponds to firms with better-quality ratings, which is

the opposite of what we would expect if ratings added predictive

default power.6 In fact, out of 70 defaulting firms, 43 (more than

half) have percentile ranks of 50 or below (ie, better than aver-

age credit quality ratings for the EDF cohort), which is the oppo-

site of what we would expect if ratings added default predictive

power. Firms with lower-quality Moody s ratings within any EDF

range are not more likely to default than better-rated firms in the

same EDF range.

On the other hand, the right-hand graph shows that there is

a very clear pattern of default rates within the Moody s cohorts

due to EDF differentials. This result is confirmed by the highly

significant KS test results.7 W e see that the EDF measure adds

default predictive power, because the histogram bars have a

positive slope. Firms with higher EDFs in any rating grade are

much more likely to default than lower EDF firms in the same

grade.

Therefore, our results show that there is no default predictive

information in Moody s ratings that is not already contained in

EDFs, but EDFs contain substantial default predictive informa-

tion that is not in ratings. While adding EDFs to Moody s ratings

would improve ratings, adding ratings to EDFs would degrade

EDFs. This result implies that the absolute default predictive

power of EDFs should exceed that of Moody s ratings.

This implication can be confirmed by performing a standard

power test of EDFs versus Moody s ratings.8 Using the same

sample and one-year time horizon described above, a test of

absolute default prediction power shows that EDFs are uniformly

more powerful than Moody s ratings in predicting default. These

power results are shown in figure 2. A power curve shows the

trade-off between type I and type II error for all possible values of

the measure. The type I error is the probability of failing to identify

a default in advance, and is given by the vertical distance from the

chosen point to the top of the graph. The type II error is the prob-

ability of incorrectly identifying a good  firm as a default candi-

date, and is given by the horizontal distance to the chosen point

from the origin. 

The EDF power curve lies above the Moody s rating power
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curve at all points, meaning that it has less type I error for any

given common level of type II error, or equivalently, less type II

error for any given common level of type I error. Thus EDFs are

uniformly more powerful than Moody s ratings in predicting

default.

Combinations of ratings and EDFs

There is, however, a yet stronger implication of the intra-cohort

analysis results. Because the intra-cohort test shows that there

is no additional information in Moody s ratings that is not already

present in the EDFs, combining the two should actually reduce

the default predictive power of the EDFs. Figure 3 confirms this

effect of combining the two measures. The EDF alone, as

implied by the intra-cohort results, outperforms the combined

measure for all values of type I and type II error. The combina-

tion was created by converting both EDFs and Moody s ratings

to percentile ranks to put them on the same scale. A high EDF is

a high percentile, which is a poor credit. Similarly, a rating close

to D  is also a high percentile, which is a poor credit. We then

simply add the two percentiles together to get the combined

measure. 

Return on assets as a default predictor

Moody s has also identified the accounting variable, return on

assets (ROA), as another important variable to improve the Mer-

ton model. The analysis performed above was repeated using,

instead of Moody s ratings, the accounting variable ROA. The

results are summarised in figures 4 and 5. Again, there is no

information in ROA that is not already contained in EDFs. Adding

ROA in any fashion to EDFs only degrades the default predictive

power of EDFs.

Robustness and further results

In a longer version of this paper (Kealhofer & Kurbat, 2001), we

show that our results are robust across credit quality ranges,

sample period9 and time horizon, and in the face of possible vio-

lations of assumptions and other limitations such as sample

dependence. We also show that the same results hold for other

accounting variables not presented here. Lack of space pro-

hibits us from including those results here10, so we urge potential

critics to consult the longer paper as it addresses a wide range

of potential criticisms.

The results obtained here can be readily replicated by any-

one using EDFs, as Moody s ratings are publicly available.

Analysis of Moody s empirical results

How could Moody s have obtained results so contrary to these?

One answer may be that there is not really a Merton model , but

rather a Merton approach. The approach, developed by Black &

Scholes (1973), Merton (1974) and others, is not a recipe for

estimating credit risk, but rather a general framework. There is

an infinite variety of ways in which the approach can be imple-

mented. It is well documented in the academic literature going

back 25 years that some straightforward implementations do not

work very well.

The KMV model was developed over a 10-year period to

address the known problems with Merton implementations.

Volatility estimation is critical to obtaining good results, and KMV

has developed special approaches for asset volatility estimation.

These have been critical to obtaining powerful default prediction

results. 
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KS-statistic = 0.091, p-value = 0.60, N =70 defaults KS-statistic = 0.53, p < 0.0001,
N =81 defaults

Firms with different ROA within an EDF group do not default at different rates. However, firms with higher EDFs in a given ROA group default at significantly higher rates 
than lower EDF firms in the same ROA group

4. Intra-cohort analysis comparing ROA and EDF Credit Measure
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Moody s researchers are aware of these issues. For

instance, Stein (2000) notes: We use a variation on the original

Merton model that has been adjusted for excess volatility. More

complex versions may have different behaviour.  Nonetheless,

they then proceed as if there is not different behaviour, describ-

ing their implementation as similar [to the] adaptation of the

Merton model [that] has been popularised by the KMV Corpora-

tion. For details, see Kealhofer [1991].

What these results show is that the Merton implementation

used by Moody s does not represent the KMV implementation,

and in fact has considerably less default predictive power, given

how much it is improved by adding ratings and accounting vari-

ables.

Moody s power curves suggest they have a different Merton

model

What would also appear to support this interpretation are

results recently published by Moody s (Boral & Falkenstein,

2001) that compare their best Merton implementation against

ROA. In contrast to our results, where EDF substantially out-

performs ROA in predicting defaults, their Merton model has

similar default predictive power to ROA. This again suggests

that KMV s Merton variant should substantially outperform

Moody s, although we note that these two sets of results are not

perfectly comparable, because they use different samples: one

uses bankruptcies and the other uses defaults, etc (see Keal-

hofer & Kurbat, 2001). 

Too many sell signals?

There is a view (eg, Stein, 2000) that while equity prices contain

information, they are also very noisy  and can thus be improved

by combining them with more stable  variables such as debt rat-

ings and accounting ratios. This criticism often takes the form

that equity markets predict too many  defaults, encouraging the

selling of exposures that do not subsequently default. 

There are academic findings on both sides of the issue of

excess volatility  in equity markets, and the debate has existed

for at least the past 60 years so it will not end here. However,

academics agree almost unanimously that one cannot fix  any

purported excess volatility by the use of variables such as debt

ratings and accounting ratios. If this was possible, then one

could trade profitably with the same information. 

For instance, suppose an equity price decrease indicated a

higher default probability than was consistent with the debt rat-

ing, and that was interpreted as noise . One should buy that

firm s equity as the elimination of the noise  would mean a return

of the equity price to a higher level. Extremely intensive testing

of equity prices over the past 30 years overwhelmingly rejects

the fact that variables such as those proposed by Moody s can

be used to systematically make money in equities. It is likely that

equity analysts and investors have already noticed and

accounted for the firm s ROA, book leverage and so forth.

The power tests reported above confirm these results from a

different perspective. Adding these variables to EDFs reduces

the default predictive power of the combined measure. This

means that for any given level of correct predictions of default,

the combined measure will give more incorrect sell signals than

EDFs alone. 

Note, however, that combining a variable such as debt rating,

which does not change very often, with a dynamic measure such

as EDF will make the measure more stable . This will, in fact,

reduce the type II error, but in an inefficient way. By smoothing

information, one is actually increasing the likelihood of failing to

predict a default. One could achieve a superior result by EDFs

alone, simply by setting a lower standard for rejection. This

would result in the same type II error rate, but with a smaller

increase in type I error rate. In other words, smoothing market

price information produces inferior results. 

The point is illustrated in figure 6, which zooms in  on figure 2.

The type II error rate is displayed on the x-axis of the power

curve graph. Point A in the chart is the 10% type II error rate

point on the EDF power curve. By mixing Moody s ratings with

EDFs, the so-called stabilisation  effect is to move to a point

such as B, which reduces the type II error rate. However, we

have also sharply reduced correct predictions of defaults. We

can obtain a superior result using EDFs alone, by simply lower-

ing our criterion for default prediction, as in point C. 

Conclusion

This article shows that the Merton approach not only uniformly

outperforms Moody s ratings and various accounting ratios in

predicting default, but also appears to already contain any infor-

mation in ratings or accounting ratios. Tests for marginal infor-

mation from debt ratings and accounting ratios strongly indicate

no additional information; tests for marginal information from the

Merton approach over ratings and accounting variables are

strongly positive. Clearly, KMV and Moody s use very different

variations of the Merton approach. 

The Merton approach is a method for utilising information in

equity prices. It is not surprising that equity prices already con-

tain the information in accounting ratios such as ROA. 

It is less obvious that equity prices should necessarily contain

all the information in debt ratings. Although most bond investors
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believe that rating changes lag behind changes in bond prices,

there are various studies that find that announcements of rating

changes have an effect on stock prices. Researchers that have

identified these effects (eg, Dichev & Piotroski, 2001) have not

been able to show whether they are due to new fundamental

information about the firm, or rather a reflection of the effect of

changes in capital market access actually caused by the ratings

themselves. The results here that show no marginal default pre-

dictive power of ratings relative to equity unfortunately cannot

resolve this question. What they do show is that if there was new

fundamental information in ratings changes, it is incorporated so

rapidly into equity prices that there is no benefit from adding the

rating information to the equity information.

Lastly, the results show that the Merton approach has been

unfairly characterised as producing too many rejections  of firms

that do not subsequently default. All the proposed alternatives to

fix this problem  produce even more false rejections. Again, this

is not particularly surprising because if it were not so, equity

investors could earn abnormal profits by using debt ratings and

ROA to guide their trades. ■
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statistical significance of the results, as we show inthe appendix of Kealhofer & Kurbat, 2001).

7. The appendix of Kealhofer & Kurbat (2001) provides more details.

8. See the appendix of Kealhofer & Kurbat (2001) for detailed description of power testing.

9. In Kealhofer & Kurbat (2001), we split the data into two sample periods containing

approximately the same number of defaults. KS test results in the latter period (July 1998-

December 2000) were essentially identical to those in the earlier period (January 1991-June

1998). The current version of the EDF model has been in place since the end of 1995, so the

second sample period is an entirely out-of-sample test. The KS value for the second period

was0.42, slightly larger than the KS value of 0.39 presented previously for both periods

combined, meaning that there is no evidence of a decline in default predictive power out of

sample.

10.The original version of this paper greatly exceeds the length constraint for this journal.


